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What inspired the Power of Peace Project? 

I was volunteering and preaching inside Georgia’s most dangerous maximum security prison. Gang 

more students are drawn to this edgy and radical peace movement. 

this world. 

Kit Cummings on The Power of Peace Project 
                               and writing Peace Behind the Wire



“Kit gives us a look into the journey he has been on to be a 
peacemaker in the lives of young people who are at great risk. I’ve 
watched Kit’s work with many leaders, schools, correctional 
systems, law enforcement agencies, and community organizations 
across the country and around the world. I have seen the impact 
of Kit’s passion for the struggle, and I am reminded that change 

happens when one person decides that enough is enough.”
— Antonio B. Boyd, President & CEO 

The Think Tank Consulting Group

On January 18, 2011, twelve prisoners signed a solemn pledge and 
set out to see if they could live in peace with the men inside 
Georgia’s most dangerous maximum security prison. It was a 
simple but powerful pledge: for forty days they would follow the 
example of iconic peacemakers and commit themselves to timeless, 
nonviolent principles. Peace Behind the Wire: A Nonviolent 
Resolution chronicles the Power of Peace Project’s story as it grew 
to include prisons, schools, and churches across the United States, 
even planting seeds of peace inside prisons in South Africa, Mexico, 
Honduras, and Ukraine. 

founder, Kit Cummings, began the journey of bringing peace to 
those most removed from it. Peace Behind the Wire is the fascinating true story of this unlikely band of brothers, 
and the movement they inspired-- one that has become a Teen Peace Phenomenon. Author Kit Cummings’ 
stunning new book asks a simple question: Are you ready for PEACE?

Kit Cummings is an author, teacher, and 

message of power, potential and positive 

change to schools, prisons, churches, and 

corporations through life-changing 

keynotes, workshops, and seminars. Kit 

is the Founder and President of Power of 

Peace Project, Inc. and has spoken to tens 

of thousands of people all over the world. 

Publication Date: August 2015 

978-1-61005-616-8 Softcover, $14.95
978-1-61005-617-5 e-Pub
978-1-61005-618-2 Mobi

Available through: 

Baker & Taylor and BookLogix 
www.PowerofPeaceProject.com
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